Introduction
In the case of molecular liquids meaning of structure is two-fold-first is molecular units, their structure or conformation and second is average spatial arrangement of molecules or liquid structure. A liquid can not have structure in the same sense as a crystallographic solid has since the positions of the molecules continuously change and any local configuration will change over a short interval of time. In spite of that there is a possibility that, on average, a particular configuration dominates over the others, especially in H-bonded liquids. Alcohols are good examples where small labile clusters continually break and reform at a mean time interval. During the last few decades, the structural correlations in associative liquids, particularly, those involving H-bonding have been extensively studied, thanks to the successful application of statistical mechanical methods together with improved methods of experimental techniques (Diffraction, Raman, NMR) and Computer simulations. In spite of extensive developments some areas remain unclear even today. For example, the structure and structure related properties of liquid alcohols with large sized molecular species sill remain somewhat controversial. Alcohols are important group of compounds widely used as solvents and many of their properties are due to the existence of intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Though alcohols have amphiphilic molecular structures, the presence of hydrophobic groups do not allow them to form tetrahedral structure like that in water, rather they form H-bonded chains. The diffraction techniques, both x-ray and neutron have yielded useful direct information about the microscopic average structure and near neighbor correlations. The computer simulations, NMR also provide very useful information about their microscopic structure and dynamics. Although all the techniques yield general nature of the liquid structure as chains there is lot of disagreement in the detailed nature of the chain or cluster formed due to H-bonding. In solid and gaseous phases, alcohol structures are now well established. In liquid state however, the situation is still open in view of differences in the results of diffraction and other techniques (Svishchev & Kusalik, 1993; Jorgensen, 1986; Magini et al, 1982; Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 Benson, 1996) .
In the mono-alcohol series two lowest members, methanol and ethanol in liquid phase have been studied quite extensively. The third member of the family, propanol (C 3 H 7 OH) exists in two stereo-isomeric forms n-propanol (1-propanol or 1P) and isopropanol (2-propanol or 2P) and are relatively less studied even today. The investigation of their molecular conformation and intermolecular correlations, in liquid state is all the more interesting because they have significant differences in thermodynamic and other properties. The significant property differences could be attributed to differences in structures, conformational as well as associational. Therefore, a careful and detailed investigation of these two isomeric liquids is very important. Now, even today, most detailed information about molecular structure and average liquid structure is by diffraction techniques, x-ray or neutron. The neutron diffraction is especially useful because it can yield molecular conformation with correct hydrogen positions and intermolecular correlations. Though xrays can not see hydrogen positions accurately, the skeleton of the intermolecular structure is however more prominently visible (Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 Narten & Habenchuss, 1984) . So a combination of two techniques is very useful in these studies.
In this short resume we discuss the use of neutron diffraction data sublimented by recent xray diffraction data in the detailed investigation of molecular conformation and molecular association of two propanols in liquid state at room temperature (RT). The Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations based on optimized intermolecular potential functions for liquid alcohols including 1-and 2-propanols were carried out long time back (Jorgensen, 1986 ) and this showed more or less similar chain molecular association for all the members. The molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of 1-propanol in liquid state has also been reported (Akiyama et al, 2004) and the results are comparable with diffraction results. The ab initio calculations of connectivity effects on the clusters of 1-propanol and other alkanol compounds are also available (Sum & Sandler, 2000) .
1-and 2-propanols: Thermodynamic and structural differences
In crystalline phase at low temperatures, and also in glassy state, a number of investigations (Talon et al, 2001; Ramos et al, 2003; Talon et al, 2002; Cuello et al, 2002) on the structural differences between the two isomers of propanol and their possible influence on the thermodynamic properties are now available. It is noteworthy that 2-propanol possesses a much larger specific heat than 1-propanol, main reason being the significant larger Debye contribution in 2-propanol.The x-ray and neutron scattering experiments (Talon et al, 2001; Talon et al, 2002; Cuello et al, 2002) have been reported on samples of the glassy and crystalline states. The structural analysis of crystalline state assign a triclinic structure for 1-propanol and a monoclinic structure for 2-propanol. It is possible that the property differences in two propanols in glassy and crystalline states may be attributed to the influence of the position of the hydroxyl (OH -) group on the elastic constants of the Hbonded network, constituent with the atomic structures of 1-propanol and 2-propanol.
In liquid state too, differences in thermodynamic and other properties are clearly visible (Sahoo, 2011, vide Table-1) . Both molecular units however show close values for relevant molecular properties such as van der Waals volumes ( 124.8 Å 3 for 1-propanol and 127.7 Å 3 for 2-propanol) and molecular electric dipole moments(1.6610 -30 esu-cm), the overall molecular 'shape 'being the property most affected by such chemical changes. The molecular structural or conformational differences are likely to result in significant differences in basic thermodynamic and other properties. It is therefore indeed interesting to see how the change in the position of a chemical functional group (OH) from one atom to another within the same structural unit changes significantly the thermodynamic and other properties of the liquid. It is true that such comparative studies on the structural correlations of 1-and 2-propanol in liquid state are still rare. 
Molecular conformational studies
The propanol is the smallest monoalcohol showing two stereoisomers in crystalline and glassy phases and also likely in liquid phase and so allow us to make comparative study on the effect of rearrangement of the H-bonded structures using diffraction data (both x-ray and neutron). The molecules are however quite large in size and H-bonding being intermolecular, there is considerable amount of overlapping between some intra and intermolecular contributions. The separation of these terms are obviously tricky. Only a few diffraction experiments are so far done on them in liquid state and successfully analyzed. The structures in gaseous phases were obtained by electron diffraction as early as in sixties (Abdel Aziz & Rogowski, 1964) .The results showed molecular structures significantly different in two propanols (ccco-chain in trans-configuration for 1-propanol and tetrahedraangled to middle c-atom in 2-propanol). The first x-ray diffraction on liquid 1-propanol was reported in 1977 (Mikusinska-Planner, 1977) and molecular conformation was shown to be somewhat spherical in shape. The neutron diffraction works on liquid 2-propanol at low temperatures (190K-275K) were done by Howells et al (Zetterström et al, 1991 (Zetterström et al, , 1994 with TOF (time of flight) neutron data. The high-q data were directly used to fit the molecular structure of liquid 2-propanol. The molecular parameters like 2 CO r, r OD and C 2 OD were quite smaller compared to those for gaseous phase (Abdel Aziz & Rogowski, 1964) and also for other alcohols in liquid phase (Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 Adya et al, 2000) . Further the parameters varied considerably over the temperature range though such parameters are expected to be only weakly temperature dependent (Montague & Dore, 1986; . In liquid state small variation due to thermal stretching for r OD is not unlikely. The xray diffraction works on liquid 1-and 2-propanols (in pure and aqueous solution) were carried out in the recent past (Takamuku et al, 2002 . The molecular parameters were consistent in the two cases though accurate locations of H-positions could not be ascertained. For 1-propanol molecule, the authors considered cis, trans and gauche www.intechopen.com conformations and gauche conformation was shown to be more favorable though some small population of trans was not ruled out. In the analysis however, several restrictions were imposed e. g. intermolecular OO distance was kept fixed at 2.752Å (Vide Takamuku et al, 2004) . Further for 2-propanol, the authors, being more interested in intermolecular correlations, did not extract molecular parameters, rather estimated them from those of liquid ethanol obtained from neutron diffraction (Tanaka et al, 1984) . Recently, neutron diffraction experiments were carried out on deuterated liquid 1-and 2-propanols where the authors have used reactor data (Sahoo et al, 2008 . The authors however claim that they have used modified method on conformational analysis than a direct fitting of high-q data. In literature no other neutron data on liquid 1-propanol is however available. These neutron diffraction studies by Sahoo et al, (2008 show the conformational difference in 1-and 2-propanols in liquid state at RT quite clearly and it appears that the molecular structures in liquid phase at RT are more or less identical with those in crystalline and gaseous phases. Since the conformational analyses reported by Sahoo et al appear quite convincing, in following paragraphs, some aspects of their method and results discussed.
Neutron data and their analysis
The neutron scattering experiments on deuteratred liquid propanol samples (99.8% pure) at RT carried out on Hi-Q diffractometer at Dhruva, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC, India) yielded raw data which have undergone a series of corrections using conventional procedures (Egelstaff, 1987) . The corrected neutron cross-section (dσ/ dΩ) data were then extrapolated in the region 0 q 0.3Å -1 and were normalized (on high-q as well) such that graphical extrapolation to q0 limit yields a correct isothermal compressibility of the liquid. The cross-section data are shown in Fig. 1 for both propanols. In 2-propanol, data shows a strong pre-peak at a scattering vector q0.7Å -1 similar to one obtained in earlier Howells et al TOF, neutron data (Zetterström et al, 1991 (Zetterström et al, , 1994 and also in recent x-ray data (Takamuku et al, 2002) . For 1-propanol, however, there is no significant pre-peak at a scattering vector q ~0.7 Å -1 similar to earlier x-ray data (Mikusinska-Planner, 1977 ) though in recent x-ray data there is a weak pre-peak at q ~0.7 Å -1 . The cross-section data can be separated into "self" and "interference" terms,
dσ/ dΩ│ int term oscillates and goes to zero at high q, dσ/ dΩ│ expt is represented by appropriate self-scattering term at high q. The cross-section data has a "fall-off" feature at high q and this is due to interaction of incident neutrons with the vibrating scattering sites (deuterium atoms in particular for alcohols). This inelasticity effect modifies the selfscattering term and for alcohols this modification can be represented by a term involving two inelasticity parameters (Montague & Dore, 1986; Champeney et al, 1986; Sahoo et al, 2008 .
where  D i is the incoherent scattering cross-section for deuterium and a, b are two inelasticity parameters. b c , b o , b d are coherent scattering lengths of carbon, oxygen and deuterium atoms respectively. The inelasticity parameters a, b were estimated by  2 -fitting between the self scattering term and the experimental cross-section data at high-q values starting from q  5.5 -6.0Å -1 (vide Fig. 1 ). The parameters a and b are respectively (3.22 ± 0.04) 10 -3 Å 2 & (4.05 ± 0.30) 10 -6 Å 4 for 1-propanol and (1.56 ± 0.04) 10 -3 Å 2 & (5.04 ± 0.30) 10 -6 Å 4 for 2-propanol.
Subtracting "self" term from d/d| expt in Eqn (1), one gets dσ/ dΩ│ int which contains both intra-and inter-molecular contributions. The total structure function, H(q) is defined as
H(q) is separable into intra-and inter-molecular terms given by
where
The explicit expression for H m (q) is
r  being the mean distance between the sites  and  and   is the mean square variation in the distance r  with
, where  0 is taken to be a constant for all pairs (similar to Prins relation (Frenkel, 1955) ). For Debye-Waller terms same procedure was followed by other workers also (Tanaka et al, 1984) .  and  sum independently over 12 atomic sites with j 0 (x) = sinx/x is the zeroth order Spherical Bessel function. H m (q) is the intra interference term and gives information about the structure of the molecule, while H d (q) is the distinct structure function gives information about the inter-molecular or liquid structure. In terms of partial structure functions
The inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of H d (q) gives the r-weighted neutron intermolecular correlation function d(r) and radial distribution function (RDF),
and
where, ρ is the liquid density. G d (r) is related to the partial pair distribution functions, g  (r) given by
Modified molecular conformation analysis
In liquid alcohols, the effects of intermolecular hydrogen bonding persist at high q (Narten & Habenchuss, 1984) and as a result H d (q) continues to exhibit oscillatory behaviour, positive and negative over H m (q). The function H d (q) however, tends to vanish more rapidly than the function H m (q) and so H(q) oscillates around H m (q) and tends to equalize with H m (q) at large q. This means that for q greater than some q min , the experimental total structure function H(q) comes primarily from intramolecular part. Assuming a model of the molecule from gas phase electron diffraction analysis (Abdel Aziz & Rogowski, 1964) one can find the atom-atom distances for relevant analysis in liquid phase.
One can find H m (q) and fit qH m (q) to experimental qH(q) for q > q min by a  2 fitting procedure and refine the distances and angles. One then subtract H m (q) from experimental H(q) in Eqn. (4) . Due to limited q-range (q max ) available in the experiment, a modification function, W(q) = sin(q/q max )/( q/q max ) (Champeney et al, 1986 ) is used in the IFT. Further, one chooses q max such that G d (r = 0) is almost zero which means that the contribution of the integral in Eqn. (6a) beyond q = q max is almost zero. Again, the function G d (r) is expected to be zero in the range 0 ≤ r ≤ r 0 where r 0 is about 1.5 Å because  www.intechopen.com the intermolecular distance cannot be less than this value. Setting G d (r) = 0 for this region a FT of the remaining G d (r) function would yield a new qH d (q). Subtracting this qH d (q) from experimental qH(q) one obtains the corrected qH m (q) function. The difference between the corrected qH m (q) and original qH m (q) is generally small. Varying molecular parameters, the subsequent iteration procedure gives the best fitting to this corrected function. A  2 fitting is used for the whole range of q data in steps of 0.01Å -1 . This modified technique of finding molecular conformation of big molecules like alcohols somewhat resembles the method used by Bertagnolli (Bertagnolli et al, 1976) for neutron data analysis of liquid acetonitrile.
The schematic models chosen from the crystalline and gaseous phases are shown in Fig. 2 . The molecules have 12 scattering sites and considering the symmetry of the structure one can minimize the number of parameters to describe the conformation. C 1 C 2 is assumed in the X-Z plane and C 1 O along the Z-axis. The number of parameters are minimized by assuming all CC and CD distances equal. In 2-propanol the coordinates of C 3 and D are obtained by 120° and 240° rotations of the C 2 coordinates about Z-axis respectively. Denoting by D 1 the hydroxyl deuterium, three rotation angles  OD ,  1 , 2 and in addition to  C 1 OD 1 angle and three internal distances r CC , r CD and r OD are treated as variable parameters while the methyl backbones are assumed to have tetrahedral geometry with tilt angle of C 1 O relative to the methyl groups assumed zero. In 1-propanol the coordinates of C 3 lie in X-Z plane. Here also three rotation angles  1 ,  2 , 3 in addition to  C 1 OD 1 are treated as variable parameters and so also the r CC , r CD and r OD parameters. The tilt angle of the methyl group is assumed zero, as in gas (Abdel Aziz & Rogowski, 1964) and liquid (xray) works. It is also to be noted that free rotations about C 1 C 2 line would generate 'gauche' and 'trans' like conformations and the analysis takes care of these possibilities as well.
Fig. 2. Assumed models of molecules

Results
The fitted curves are shown in Figs. (3) and (4) and molecular parameters are listed in Table  2 together with results from other works. The Debye-Waller constant  0 were 3.84 and 5.53 10 -2 Å -1 for 1-and 2-propanols respectively while the agreement factors,  2 were respectively 1.3510 -5 and 2.5610 -5 . In 2-propanol molecule, r CC appears to be little bit more and r CO to be somewhat less but these are not unreasonable if compared with Abdel Aziz & Rogowski's electron diffraction work (1964) for r CC and Howells et al's neutron work (Zetterström et al, 1991) for r CO. The r CO parameter in Howells et al's works was considerably less compared to those for other works (x-ray & electron diffraction). Also in Howells et al's works both r OD and angle C 1 OD 1 were abnormally low though their TOF neutron data were extended to as high as 30Å -1 . The molecular conformation is however somewhat spherical in both Howells et al and Sahoo et al's neutron works. In 1-propanol molecule, r CC parameter appears to be a little bit less compared to other works. The other parameters are all reasonable. There is however no other neutron diffraction work available in the literature. Anyway, for a large molecule like propanol in liquid state these variations in molecular parameters are not unexpected and differences in r CC and r CO values in two propanols might also result from large conformational differences. What is, however, important to note here is that the molecular conformation in 1-propanol is considerably elongated more like 'trans' which is also different from recent x-ray result . This difference is probably due to the fact that in x-ray work the positions of hydrogen atoms can not be obtained accurately. It is however to be noted that the earlier xwww.intechopen.com ray diffraction on liquid 1-propanol (Mikusinska-Planner, 1977) yielded nearly a 'trans' conformation. The molecular conformation of 2-ropanol is almost spherical and in liquid state at RT, two propanols have very different conformations more like that in crystalline solid .The deduced conformations are shown in Fig. 5 . The conformations obtained via neutron data analysis are expected to be more convincing than those obtained through x-ray data analysis. The molecular structural differences result in the differences in intermolecular potential energy functions and radial distribution functions which could lead to significant differences in basic thermodynamic and other properties.
Molecular association studies
The hydrogen bonded molecular liquid alcohols (e.g. t-butanol) have very distinct type of intermolecular correlations compared to the corresponding non-hydrogen-bonded molecular liquids (e. g. neopentane) (Sarkar et al, 2000) . In normal molecular liquids, the orientation correlations determine the liquid structure and properties (both thermodynamic and transport) of the system. In H-bonded molecular liquids the existence of hydrogen bonds strongly affects the static and dynamic properties of the liquids. The liquid structure is enormously different for the two cases and these structural distinctions are reflected in many physical and some chemical properties of the substances (Pauling, 1967) . These changes are likely in the light of the fact that H-bonding may alter the mass, size, shape and arrangement of atoms, as well as the electronic structure of the functional groups resulting in the polymerization or formation of cluster in the liquid state. As a matter of fact, the degree of structural complexity increases as the number of atoms participating in the Hbonding increases. A full understanding of the structural and dynamical properties of these liquids has not been achieved even in ambient conditions. It is however true that the characteristic features of liquid structure and correlations in H-bonded liquids are distinctly exhibited in structure function (presence of pre-peak at q0.7 Å -1 )and very clear in real space distribution functions obtained by FT of the q-space functions. The lack of long-range order and complexity of intermolecular interactions, however, turn the analysis a complex task except for the simplest molecular systems (e. g. water etc.). The computer simulations (both MC and MD) have been very useful (Jogensen, 1986 ; Svishchev & Kusalik, 1993) but the results often differ with results from diffraction experiments, the reason possibly being the inability of the simulation methods to incorporate the connectivity effects in the intermolecular interactions, so important in H-bonded liquid alcohols (Sum & Sandler, 2000) . However, with the advantage of powerful computational tools and modeling algorithms, it is now a realistic possibility to conduct comprehensive 3D models of these complex systems that are consistent with available experimental data (Soper, 1996) . Alternatively, a careful analysis via geometrical modeling can also yield satisfactory results in several cases with relatively large molecules (Magini et al, 1982; Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 . Similar efforts have been also made with x-ray data earlier for liquid t-butanol and 1-propanol (Karmakar et al, 1995; Mikusinska-Planner, 1977) and in recent past for liquid 1-and 2-propanols in aqueous solutions (Takamuku et al, 2002 . In view of large conformational differences in liquid 1-and 2-propanols the investigation of their average molecular associations in liquid state is a quite interesting. The investigation using neutron diffraction data reported in recent past (Sahoo et al, 2009 is briefly described in the following paragraphs.
www.intechopen.com (Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 The theory is based on a few simplified assumptions:
Theory of regular molecular association or cluster
i. The liquid, on average, is considered to be an aggregate of small clusters of specific size composed of several molecules. ii. The molecules in different clusters are orientationally uncorrelated. Now, the general expression for the total structure function H (q) devoid of self term is given by
Where M=(
, the  ...  bracket denotes an ensemble average, i and j label the molecules in the liquid,  i , the th atom in the ith molecule, r i , j the distance between the atoms  i and  j , b i , the scattering length (in neutron case) or q-dependent atomic scattering factor (in x-ray case) of the atom  i and the summation extends over all the scatterers in N molecules in the liquid. 
Eqn. (12) is quite general, the first term can be calculated for a given cluster of molecules but the second term can not be simplified without making some assumption because the www.intechopen.com 
In terms of form factor representing completely uncorrelated orientational configuration between molecules one writes
where r c is the vector distance from the centre of a molecule to its -th nucleus.
If one now considers the case of a system consisting of identical clusters, each of which is composed of N c molecules. Then from Eqn. 
Thus, one writes H(q) in the form, 
Here, S c (q) is the molecular centre structure factor of the liquid and f 3 (q), a factor resulting from the molecular centre pairs within the cluster.
Since there is no preferential orientation of the molecule with respect to the direction q, an orientation average may be evaluated and the one writes 
The exponential factor, related to Debye-Waller factors, contains a l  parameter which is the root mean square deviation of the local instantaneous atom-atom separation distance r  .
The cluster structure function H c m (q) can be separated into the intra-molecular structure function H m (q) and the inter-molecular structure function H c (q) within a cluster.
Thus one writes,
where,
Eqn. (16) reduces to
The second and third term in Eqn. (19) combine to form the conventional inter-molecular "distinct" structure factor H d (q) . So finally one gets
And
The second term in Eqn.(20 b), the inter-molecular contribution, goes to zero for large q and one gets H d (q)  H c (q), and this is very useful in identifying any average inter-molecular cluster present in the liquid.
Identifying the average molecular association or cluster from diffraction data
The theory described above is used in this section to identify the presence of average molecular association or cluster in the two liquid propanols at RT using neutron diffraction data. The cluster parameters obtained for the most probable cluster are then used to generate the model x-ray H(q) function and compared with available experimental x-ray data. The good agreement obviously completes the identification of the most probable cluster present in liquid state. The method was earlier successfully applied to liquid methanol, ethanol, t-butanol etc. (Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 Karmakar et al, 1995) . The present application of the method to two propanols in liquid state at RT is to check if there is any significant differences in the nature of most probable cluster or association in them. This investigation is important in view of significant differences in molecular conformation and thermodynamic and other properties of these two isomeric liquids. Between the two, 2-propanol is conformationally simpler and easier to tackle so its associational analysis is reported first.
(a) 2-propanol:
The diffraction data of liquid 2-propanol (both neutron and x-ray Takamuku et al, 2002) show pre-peak at q~ 0.7-0.8 Å -1 which is indicative of molecular association in liquid state. For a large molecule like 2-propanol the center structure factor of the liquid can be approximated by the PY single-site hard-sphere model (Karmakar et al, 1995) with a suitable core diameter. Two widely suggested probable molecular association models for alcohols are considered here namely, a tetramer linear chain (TLC) cluster (Magini et al, 1982) and an hexamer ring chain (HRC) cluster (Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 Karmakar et al, 1995) of neighboring molecules for liquid 2-propanol at RT. The cluster models are shown in Fig. 6 . Considering all O-D…O bonds coordinates of all atomic sites are calculated. For simplification CD 3 (R) is taken as a single scattering unit following group scattering concept with appropriate scattering center and scattering length (Narten & Habenchuss, 1984) . The carbon atom denoted by C (vide Fig. 6 ) is taken to be centre of the bonded molecule.
Varying the parameters like intermolecular O-O distance and the orientation and rotation angles of all C's and R's within the cluster one fits the model qH d (q) to experimental qH d (q) function by  2 fitting programme. The fitted curves for these two models are shown in Fig. 7(a) and clearly the HRC model is far superior. The model total structure functions H(q) obtained from Eqn. (19) are also shown in Fig.7(b) . The pre-peak in the experimental diffraction pattern, characteristic of chain or cluster is satisfactorily generated in the HRC model. The HRC model parameters are shown in Table 3 .
It is to be noted that hard core diameter (4.45 Å) and O-O distance parameter (2.68 Å for HRC model) are somewhat smaller than corresponding values for liquid t-butanol (Nath et al, 2002) . The O-O parameter is also less compared to 2.736 Å from x-ray data analysis (Takamuku et al, 2002) . The smaller O-O distance associated with HRC structure might be attributed to the non-planar nature of hexameric rings which allows the neighbouring molecules to come closer. In x-ray work however, the number of H-bonds per monomer was nearly 2 in agreement with HRC model. The intermolecular G d (r) obtained from H d (q) are shown in Fig. 8 for both models and HRC is again seen to be superior. Now using the parameters obtained from neutron data analysis, the model H(q) function for x-ray diffraction can be computed. In the process neutron scattering lengths are replaced by corresponding q-dependent x-ray atomic scattering factors. The HRC model result compare quite favorably with experimental x-ray H(q) data ( Fig. 9) . As pointed out in by much better agreement is possible if the cluster parameters are little bit adjusted. It is however to be noted here that the average molecular association extracted here is very different from the probable chain molecular association suggested in Takamuku Hardcore diameter, σ=4.45 Ǻ; Non-planer angle, = 3°. Table 3 . HRC model parameters for 2-propanol (b) 1-propanol:
Since 1-propanol in liquid state at RT has significantly different molecular conformation and properties, its molecular association in liquid state would be interesting. Further, the only neutron data available does not show any significant pre-peak like one for the earlier x-ray diffraction data (Mikusinska-Planner, 1977) . The recent x-ray data however shows a weak pre-peak at q~ 0.7-0.8Ǻ -1 but less prominent than one in 2-propanol data. The earlier x-ray diffraction study showed a preference for linear pentamer chain while the recent x-ray diffraction study pointed out a preference for linear trimer chain. Using neutron diffraction data Sahoo et al (2009) . Though somewhat surprising (in view of large conformational differences) it is seen that HRC is too the most probable average molecular association in liquid 1-propanol at RT. This is seen to be true for G d (r) curve also (Fig. 12 ). The agreement with linear chain models is only so so. The HRC model parameters are shown in Table 4 . The O-O distance parameter (2.99Å) is somewhat larger compared to that for 2-propanol. Further it is also larger compared to those for x-ray data analysis (Takamuku et al, 2002) and MD work (Akiyama et al, 2004) . This larger O-O distance would be probably due to the elongated conformation of 1-propanol molecule and the planar nature of the hexameric rings which might cause stretching on the www.intechopen.com Table 4 . HRC model parameters for 1-propanol, Hardcore diameter, σ=4.5Ǻ www.intechopen.com intermolecular H-bonding. Again, the x-ray H(q) function computed for HRC model using neutron HRC parameters show very reasonable agreement with experimental x-ray H(q) data (Fig. 13) . Much better agreement is however possible if the HRC parameters are little bit adjusted (Sahoo, 2011) 4.3 The liquid structure, 1-propanol vs.
2-propanol
In spite of large differences in molecular conformation and other properties the liquid structure is surprisingly similar in two propanols in liquid state at RT and these are most probably hexameric rings. Small but significant existence of other clusters are not ruled out but to show this, very careful examinations are obligatory. The earlier computer simulation studies on several liquid monohydric alcohols including 1-propanol (Jorgensen, 1986) suggested in support of winding linear chain configurations of several molecules and did so on the basic of atom-atom RDF peak locations but these were never conclusive. In 1-propanol, in view of an elongated conformation, a linear chain as average structure could be a possibility but the present result is seen to be otherwise. The very careful recent other studies also show that the presence of hexameric rings as average molecular units is possible in liquid alcohol like methanol (Kastanov et al, 2005 , Gonzalez et al, 2007 .
Though the average molecular association is similar in two propanols in liquid state there are several differences. The 2-propanol hexamer is not exactly planer. The intermolecular O-O distance is considerably less and most of the rotation angles for R's about CO line are very different. This is not unlikely in view of large conformational differences of two propanols. These differences are also reflected in G d (r) curves (vide Figs. 8 &12) . In spite of apparent similarity there are minor differences in peak locations. It is also to be noted here that using the HRC model it is possible to evaluate the intermolecular pair distribution functions, namely, g OO (r) , g OD (r), g DD (r) etc. from the experimental data Sahoo, 2011) . In Table 5 In the parenthesis the simulation results (Jorgensen, 1986; Takamuku et al, 2004) are shown. The comparison of distribution curves for 1-and 2-propanols reveals that the peak heights of 2-propanol are in general more while the peak positions are at a little bit smaller r. Another important point to note here is that NDIS (Neutron Diffraction Isotropic Substitution) experimental method enables evaluation of g  (r) for D 2 O at RT (Soper et al, 1997) . The first peak locations for g OO (r), g OD (r), g DD (r) of D 2 O shown in the table agree reasonably well with those for two propanols. This agreement is expected and this also justifies the probable association model suggested here for liquid propanols at RT. Anyway, coming to the case of two propanols the differences in the first peak heights and small differences in peak locations, particularly for the second peaks could be enough to guess that the average intermolecular pair potential, if it could be extracted from experimental data, could be significantly different for the two propanols and this could possibly explain the significant differences in the thermodynamic and other properties of these two isomeric liquids.
Conclusion
The detailed molecular conformational and associational structures of liquids with big size molecules like propanols using neutron diffraction have been presented in this chapter. The neutron diffraction analysis is important as H-positions can be accurately seen here unlike xrays. Still today, the diffraction data analysis happens to be the most powerful tool for molecular as well as liquid structure analyses. The x-ray can not locate H-positions accurately but skeleton of the intermolecular structure is better seen than by neutrons where overlapping of several intra and intermolecular scattering terms occur. So a combined analysis with two diffraction data sets (neutrons and x-rays) is found to be most useful.
The data in the analysis reported here are reactor neutron data extended upto a q not more than 16 Å -1 , though the data have been claimed to be of good accuracy. It is however to be noted here that all the structural information, molecular and intermolecular are contained in this range. The data at higher q's (say 20 Å -1 onwards as in TOF data) do not contain much information other than simple noise. The method of data analysis reported here is consistent and reasonably accurate. The analysis clearly indicates the molecular conformational differences in the two propanols and molecular associational similarities in them at RT. The average molecular association is shown to be hexameric rings. Such molecular association was first proposed for liquid methanol by Pauling (1967) and was supported for methanol and several other alcohols in liquid state by works from this laboratory (Sarkar & Joarder, 1993 Karmakar et al, 1995; Nath et al, 2002) . The justification of such structure for liquid methanol was given by Sarkar & Joarder( 1993) . The reason for the possibility of such structure in dominant form could be also found in Kashtanov et al's work (2005) . It is pointed out there that the molecular orbitals of the six unit ring methanol structure show similarity to those of benzene ring indicating that H-bonding in methanol ring has significant amount of covalent contribution. Further, the electronic structure of methanol dimer is as polarized as the other chain structures and it is completely different from rings and as such the molecular dynamics based on potentials derived from methanol dimer does not predict ring structures. So it is expected that potentials which take into account the unique covalent contribution to H-bonding need to be used in simulation works for generating ring structures like hexameric rings as claimed in the different studies of liquid www.intechopen.com alcohols. The MC simulation work with refined H-bonding potential does predict the possibility of the presence of hexameric ring structures (Gonzalez et al, 2007) .It is also to be noted here that earlier computer simulation (Jorgensen, 1986 ) yielded 1.91 and 1.92 H-bonds per molecule for 1-and 2-propanols respectively. The x-ray diffraction data (Takamuku et al, 2002 yield almost similar values (1.92 for 1-propanol and almost 2.0 for 2-propanol). Further, for liquid like methanol, the EPSR (Empirical Potential Structure Refinement) method (Yamaguchi et al, 1999 ) based on neutron diffraction data predicts 1.95±0.07 & 1.77±0.07 H-bonds per molecule and 6.27±0.7 & 5.5±1 molecules per chain cluster respectively at -80C & 25C and these facts approximately agree with HRC model. It is however to be noted here that the other clusters like trimer, tetramer etc. in small proportions are also possible. The analysis for extraction of other structures via molecular cluster theory is in principle possible and could be carried out in near future. Further, provided the experimental data are available, the temperature and pressure effects on the molecular association could also be possibly studied as has been done recently for liquid methanol and also possibly using MCSQ(Monte Carlo Structure Factor) technique .
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The author thanks his collaborators, Dr. A. Sahoo and Dr. P. S. R. Krishna (BARC, India) for their assistance and contribution. Now neutron diffraction is widely applied for the research of crystal, magnetic structure and internal stress of crystalline materials of various classes, including nanocrystalls. In the present book, we make practically short excursion to modern state of neutron diffraction researches of crystal materials of various classes. The book contains a helpful information on a modern state of neutron diffraction researches of crystals for the broad specialists interested in studying crystals and purposeful regulation of their service characteristics, since the crystal structure, basically, defines their physical and mechanical properties. Some chapters of the book have methodical character that can be useful to scientists, interested in possibilities of neutron diffraction. We hope, that results of last years presented in the book, can be a push to new ideas in studying of crystalline, magnetic structure and a macrostructure of usual crystal materials and nanocrystals. In turn, it can promote working out of new materials with new improved service characteristics and to origin of innovative ideas.
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